SAMPLE OF REPORT
Introduction to Handwriting Analysis
Handwriting Analysis can identify your sub-conscious and conscious
personality traits. These traits relate to your behavior, motivations, sexuality,
ambitions and other personality variations. It can also tell you about your
ambition, the fears you’ve suffered and developed since childhood, emotions as
well as current feelings and frustration at the time of writing (only original
handwriting can shows the accuracy through pen pressure on paper).

(Sample) Handwriting Analysis –
[General Manager]
(Mike-Not real name)
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Mike has a temper. (His t-bar is crossed predominantly on the right side of the
stem).He uses this as a defence mechanism when he does not understand how
to handle a situation.It is a trait used to protect the ego. Temper can be a
negative personality trait in the eyes of those around him.
Based on other t-bar trait, Mike T-bar is crossed predominantly on the left side of
the t-stem.It is one factor trait of laziness. He will put off until tomorrow what
could have been done today.
Mike’s t-bar including this last t-bar trait consists of 3 types which appear
consistently. His one last t-bar that does not touch the t-stem indicates his goals
that do not reach reality. His ambition might be great but it is not practical in real
life.
Due to Mike’s d-stem and t-stem which shows large looped, he will feel more
painful to criticism. He is sensitive to criticism that relates to his appearance (dstem) and about his ideas and philosophies (t-stem). He will sometimes worry
what other people think if he tells them what he believes in. Although he is
sensitive to what others think, this doesn’t mean he won’t talk or feels ashamed.
And if someone hurts him, he might forgive the person but he will never forget
what this person did to him. His deep pen pressure on the paper implies his
emotion towards others.
Mike is talkative. A very chatty person and sometimes he talks just to hear his
own voice. He may talk when there is absolutely nothing important to say.
He likes to talk but he can tune other people out. (Closed-mindedness). His
retraced e’s indicates he is a selective listener.
Being a general manager, optimism is an important trait and his upward slant
although not too noticeable; still indicate that he is optimist about his future. He
will look on the bright side of life and sure that tomorrow will be better.
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Persistency is another interesting trait. Mike has a quality personality of not
giving up when confronted with temporary setbacks. He will persist until he
completes his task. Although it may take longer time for him to finish the project,
he will still face with it.
Mike lower case p shows average to large loops. It indicate desire for more
physical activity such as exercise, travel or sex. His y-loop without finishing loop
on the other hand indicates his physical frustration. Probably what he desires are
not able to achieve.
During writing, Mike might be in a hurry. This is shown in his dashed i-dots. Apart
from that i-dots to the right do indicate his anger towards people. Who? Probably
his customer or colleagues.

The reliability of the above analysis…Is it true?
Feedback from colleagues proves the accuracy of handwriting analysis (over 100
years of proven psychological science).
His goal which does not touch the reality, whatever he says is not being
practiced, probably sometimes. His temper and persistency in giving instruction
is not being liked by most of his colleagues. Through observation, his being ‘loud’
proves his talkativeness and will say things out to be heard although what he
said might not be important in the discussion.
He might be loud but on the other hand he only listens to people who might be of
interest to him. Whatever explanation he might regard it as not vital. It is not a
surprise if some colleagues did claim that he do not want to listen to junior
executives comments and ideas.
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